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Our Brands

Acme – Quality, professional dog whistles.
Aussie Lint - Never leave your home covered in pet hair and lint again, this amazing household helper
does it all! Whether you’re cleaning your home, office, car, pool table, or your favourite clothing, it’s a snap
with the AUSSIE LINT ROLLER. It’s perfect for removing, pet hair, cat litter, lint, fluff, dust, loose threads,
crumbs, sand and glass fragment from just about anywhere. It even cleans difficult surfaces such as
lampshades, vertical blinds and fly screens.
Bamboo Stick – A large format cotton bud specifically designed for the healthcare of dogs ears.
Bio-Groom - Bio-Derm Laboratories Inc., Makers of Bio-Groom Pet Care Products was founded by an
ambitious German immigrant named Claus Pohl Claus who brought his family to America in 1953 with
few possessions, but with the hope, determination and a burning desire to achieve the American dream.
A chemist in 1971, Claus was approached by a family friend and dog groomer to create a flea and tick
shampoo that would also condition her customers’ coats. Claus called this new product Bio-Groom, and
with the help of family members, the shampoo was made and distributed from the Pohl home.
Bird Kabob – Sustainable, earth friendly and 100% biodegradable bird products.
Birdlife – A wide range of products to suit most of your birds needs in and outside the cage!
BlackDog Wear - Black Dog Wear grew from a basic desire for great quality training equipment equipment which would look good and work well over a long life. Since these beginnings in 1997, the
business has grown to supply Training Equipment all around Australia and to a growing number of
Suppliers Internationally.
Caitec – Founded in 1992, the Caitec Corporation has been leading the way in pet products innovation by
offering pet owners a wide range of high quality, affordable pet products.
Chuckit - The sought-after and trusted ChuckIt! Brand provides more ways to play with a balanced
assortment of fetch toys. Each category addresses user needs and interests in different ways.
Merchandised together, an assortment of toys from each category provides an experience that guides to
discover more ways to play.
Cowboy Magic - Manufacture of cosmetic grade grooming products for the health care of Horses, Humans
and Pet. All products are quality tested in the original packaging.
Creative Foraging – User friendly and cost effective systems for feeding companion parrots which
encourages birds to work for their food as they would in the wild.
Fido - Fido Pet Products is a provider of safe and fun supplies for active pets and their owners. They strive
to deliver excellent quality products that focus on an active lifestyle on land, on water and on the go. Their
products are always inspired by their own pets.
Gamma – Producer of the Skamper Ramp – Pool Ramp.

Gripsoft – JW - With a rubber handle designed in combination with groomers and a hand surgeon, Gripsoft
grooming tools are the most comfortable you can buy. Their non-slip grips are made to optimize your
comfort and control. And the complete line means there is a specific Gripsoft tool made especially to
match perfectly with your dog or cats unique coat.
Global Veterinary Products - A company based in Queensland and formed in 2003. Their range of products
is primarily designed to look after some of the needs of animal health professionals for treating companion
animals. They also provide a few select products for the large animal market.
H2O Flow – A range of outdoor automatic waterers that attach to your house hose and makes sure your
pets have a constant supply of water.
Insight – JW - For parakeets and cockatiels, JW Pet’s toys cover the range from tilt wheels and mirrors
to preening ropes and bells. Even a JW Play Gym. Plus toys for parrots. They were all developed with a
thorough understanding of bird behaviour and the ultimate goal of exercising the bird’s body and mind.
JW - At JW Pet we are the passionate thinkers of the pet industry. We pride ourselves on our innovations
and our ingenious thinking. And all of that thinking is designed to improve the lives of pets and pet parents.
When we started JW Pet in 1998 we dedicated ourselves to find new ways and new ideas to help pets.
At JW Pet, our products and ideas are 100% home-grown. We do our own inventing, designing and
creating within the four walls of our facility in Teterboro, New Jersey. We wouldn’t think of out-sourcing
ideas, adding someone else’s or combining our ideas with someone else’s. We pride ourselves on being
self-sustaining, self-grown and self-guided. Today we hold over 125 patents for the pet-focused ideas we
have brought to life.
Karen Pryor - Karen Pryor Clickertraining (KPCT) is a leader in the field of animal training and a recognized
world leader in the science and application of marker-based positive reinforcement, or what is often call
“clicker training.”
The company believes passionately in the power of the clicker training approach to enrich the lives of pet
owners, animal professionals, and the animals they live with, work with, or study.
Our unique expertise is in bringing together two fields: How animals behave in their natural environments
(the field of ethology) and the scientific principles established about learning (the field of behaviour).
Kitty Play - This range features toys to keep cats amused for hours, with a wide range of textures, colours
and sounds!
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Little Giant - Little Giant® has been a market leader for over 70 years. Products made under the Little
Giant® brand have a reputation for being tough and durable. They help hobby farmers, ranchers, and
breeders get the job done right.
Little Giant® got its start in 1941 with three automatic poultry founts, and today represents six product
categories and over 900 products. It is one of the most recognized and respected brands in the hobby
farm market, providing a steady and reliable helping hand to their valued customers.
Mammoth Pet Products - Mammoth® dog toys are made for all breeds and sizes. They are perfect for
interactive playing, tossing and tugging. We want you to have the best quality play time together with your
dog.
Millers Forge- Millers Forge is a premium supplier of Personal Grooming Products as well as Pet Grooming
Products. We have been involved in manufacturing, packaging and distributing these products for over 50
years. Our company is privately held and is headquartered in Plano, Texas.
Multipet - MULTIPET INTERNATIONAL is the premier award-winning pet products designer and importer in
the United States. We have prided our company on the basic principles of putting unique design, superior
quality and fun into the world of pet products. Our site features all the latest pet products we have to offer
as well as some long time favourites
Mutt Hutt - The tough, portable kennel for any sized dog. EASY TO ASSEMBLE and goes up in 2 minutes.
Natural Magic - Eliminate odours with solutions formulated to target the most bothersome odours
throughout your home including cooking, garbage, bathroom and pet smells
Our Pets - OurPet’s was founded in 1995 by Dr. Steve Tsengas with the goal of promoting pet health, wellbeing and owner & pet interaction. Our products are designed to satisfy instinctual animal needs, inspire
inventive play and aid in the health and welfare of companion animals.
Pawz - Pawz Pet Products Pet Floatation Devices use high grade, durable materials and construction
providing a superior fit and floatation. The mesh underbelly provides comforts, a proper fit and breathability
for your pet. The Pet Floatation Devices can be worn by dogs, cats and other small 4 legged animals over
1kg.
Petkin - Petkin Inc. is an innovative California based consumer products company founded in 1989 on the
key principle of making better products that are easier to use. Every product Petkin develops must pass
two very simple yet important tests before ever being sold: one, is the quality of the product the best it can
possibly be and two, is the product easy to use. Currently, Petkin offers an extensive line of easy to use
pet care products and a growing line of easy to use baby care products all designed with quality and ease
of use in mind.
Petmate - Petmate, with its family of brands, is the trusted authority in smart pet care solutions. As the first
to provide a safe and comfortable alternative to wooden travel crates, Petmate has gone on to introduce
smart solutions for every stage in a pet’s life. At Petmate, we believe in what we do, because we have pets
too! Check out all of the other great brands and products in the Petmate family: Bamboo, Fat Cat, Booda,
Petmate and Aspen Pet.
Petrageous - The driving force behind Petrageous Designs ® is its founder, Gretchen George. Gretchen’s
love for animals and her design savvy are present in every product we create. In designing our products,
she works from one simple premise: dogs and cats should fit comfortably in their homes. Her friendly and
practical designs make it easy for the pets and their owners to keep a fashionably trendy and organized
pet dining area, have outrageously fun playtime, travel safely together and enjoy stylish, functional pet
attire.

Pioneer Pet - Betsy dreamed of creating a company that could produce and market superior products for
cats. She recognized the need for products that would satisfy cats’ natural instincts and meet their mental
and physical needs--thereby eliminating many common behaviour problems.
Piss Off! - Piss Off! Has revolutionised the removal of cat urine odour but also works on all animal odours.
An amazing product that treats the problem by trapping the odour using absorption.
Polly’s - Polly’s Pet Products, Inc. is the culmination of a life-long love of pet birds.The company started
out breeding many kinds of birds but has since branched out to offer a wide range of fantastic products to
keep your birds happy, healthy and entertained!
Prestige – We have created products across all ranges to bring you variety and quality no matter what
animal you own!
ProCollar - ProCollars are a softer and more comfortable alternative to the e-collar (also known as the
Elizabethan collar, buster collar or lampshade collar). The ProCollar reduces the stress suffered by cats
and dogs that are recovering from surgery or minor injuries.
The ProCollar has a scratch and bite resistant outer layer and a separate inflatable inner tube, with a velcro
fastening strap on the outside edge and fabric hoops to secure against your pet’s collar on the inside
edge. The top-up valve can be accessed through the outer layer and pushed in so that it stays flush. There
is also a zip on the outer layer for easy removal of the inner tube.
ProCone - An adjustable collar for secure and custom fit - Reinforced seams for added strength - Machine
washable - Can be folded back for eating and drinking.
PRT – Automated pet feeders for your pets!
Remington - For dog training in the field - A whistle that has a chain lanyard for easy carrying and a
protective cap to keep the whistle clean. Audible to dogs up to 900 feet away.
Scream Live Life LOUD - a brand created by Prestige Pet Products! Bright Colours to suit your boisterous
pets perfectly! We are adding more and more to the range so keep your eyes peeled for fantastic new
products!
Scream Xtreme - an offset of the original Scream Live Life LOUD brand, Xtreme is made tough - for your
toughest chewers! Products are available in all of Scream BRIGHT colours and are tried and tested to be
our toughest toys yet!
SmartCat – Clever products for your cat. This brand was created by Pioneer Pet.
Smart Scoop - SmartScoop Self-Scooping Litter Box was developed to control litter box odor, allow pet
parents to break free from the chore of scooping daily and provide a clean area for cats. Scooping up
waste on a daily basis is crucial to a healthy environment but also the most time consuming and foul task.
And for moms to-be, handling litter waste is also dangerous. Self-cleaning litter boxes already on the
market were plagued with operational issues ‘ they broke down frequently or simply just didn’t perform as
expected. So we set out to create a litter box that works, is easy to use, sanitary and eliminates odor.
SnuggleSafe/Lenric - SnuggleSafe products for pets and their human companions.
Sticky Paws – Produced by Pioneer Pet Products, Sticky Paws are transparent sticky strips that apply
directly to carpets, furniture or anywhere cats can scratch. The sticky feel of the strips discourages cats
from scratching that area. Easy to apply and remove, Sticky Paws can be used on furniture, curtains,
carpet, stereo speakers, window and door screens and more. Sticky Paws are safe, non-toxic, odourless
and won’t leave a sticky residue.
Superbird - Super Bird Creations bird toys are recognized by bird enthusiasts as some of the safest

available on the market. We have created over 250 original toys and products to address the instinctual
and behavioral needs of companion birds.
Super Bird Creations is the avian expert’s choice for bird toys. Our toy designs utilize a diverse selection
of stimulating materials and encompass all of the critical destructible, interactive, comfort, exercise and
foraging toy categories necessary to ensure the mental and physical well-being of pet birds.
The Aviator – Can a parrot, designed by nature for millions of years, be truly mentally and physically
healthy without flight? The Parrot University has spent 20 years researching what makes a parrot a
parrot. We have found the number one characteristic that defines “a parrot” is its ability to fly. Flight is
fundamental to every component of a parrot’s mind and body.
Learning to fly well is the most complicated and important task a parrot can learn. Your pet will be
healthier, more active, more coordinated, and increase its’ visual acuity. Flying helps with language
development, higher intelligence, self-confidence, self-esteem and ultimately makes a very social
companion.
Thundershirt - Dog anxiety is a surprisingly common problem and includes issues like fear of thunder,
fireworks, separation, travel, crating, problem barking and much more. Millions of dogs in the United
States suffer from anxiety severe enough that their owners are seeking help. And these anxieties are often
very serious problems for their owners® destroyed furniture, damaged homes, personal injury, lost sleep,
loss of control, financial strain. These problems frequently cost owners thousands of dollars in veterinarian,
trainer, and damaged property bills. Medication is the most common approach used to treat anxiety®
unfortunately, drugs are expensive, time consuming, risk negative side effects, and often result in very
limited improvement. But there is another solution that is highly effective for most dogs. The history of
Thundershirt is truly a story of a common problem in need of a simple solution.
Transcat - Transcat produce a range of pet doors that allow your pets access to and from your home at
your discretion. Transcat has been a registered brand for over 21 years and Transcat Cat & Dog Doors
have been used by family pets throughout Australasia.
At Transcat we constantly look to innovate and improve our products. The latest innovation is a new look
locking device on the Transcat Cat Door Clear. In the past 5 years our doors are becoming sought after in
other parts of the World including the United Kingdom where our main competitors are based.
Transcat doors have four way locking mechanisms to give you full control of your pet. Magnetic catches
are also incorporated to restrict the flaps from flapping unnecessarily. All doors are manufactured tough to
ensure they withstand rigorous use.
Triple Pet - In late 80’s Benedent designed the Triple head toothbrush with the vision of providing the
ultimate toothbrush experience for people with special needs; the result was so unique and functional that
the company patented the design and the concept of three, independent, flexible heads around the world.
After some years selling the toothbrush to Dentists Offices and Dental Hygienist under the Benefit brand,
the company took a step into the Pet Dental Care Market with the same Toothbrush, since it makes
brushing others Faster, Easier and Better. That’s when Triple Pet was born; immediately after new products
had to be developed to go along the toothbrush, the first one of these products was the All Natural Vanilla
Flavour Toothpaste, as unique as the triple head Toothbrush, the market had never seen anything like it, no
sugar added, sweetened with Stevia, no foam making formula, breath improving flavour.
Tuffy - VIP believe that product design is the process of recreating, rethinking and developing a product
idea using functionality, ergonomics, and simplicity as their guide.
VIP also believes that product sales are the truest measure of a creations worth. Adding value to their
client’s products is always their foremost goal - whether by eliminating manufacturing overhead, reducing
time to market, or establishing advantaged market positions through the development of strategically
significant intellectual property.
Wahl - Since 1919, with the invention of the first practical electric hair clipper, Wahl Clipper Corporation
has been the leader in the professional and home grooming category. Today, with over 2200 employees
worldwide, we are proud to carry forward the tradition of innovation and superior customer service that
was created by Leo J. Wahl. While we have changed over the years, we have also stayed the same. We

are still headquartered in Sterling, Illinois, USA. Today our products are sold in approximately 165 countries
worldwide with six global manufacturing facilities as well as eleven sales offices. Our products remain the
global standard for integrity, value and efficiency. At Wahl, we are proud of our heritage of excellence as
well as our remarkable list of ground-breaking innovations for the present and future for the global market.
ZEEZ® – A constantly evolving brand being developed by Prestige Pet Products. Encompassing pet
bedding, cat scratchers and a fantastic range of dog coats, keep your eyes peeled for more fantastic
products to be added to the range in the near future!
ZenPet - At ZenPet, they’re pet owners too, so they know what your furry friends mean to you. And what it
feels like to help them through the common challenges they face.
That’s why they design their premium quality health and wellness products with the special touches that
make all the difference. From durable yet comfortable recovery collars and cones, to an innovative tick
removal tool that quickly and effectively solves tick problems and our soothing and calming ZenDog
compression shirt – your little buddies will receive the best solutions to their every day and extra-ordinary
needs.
They bring the “zen” back to your pets, so they can live healthier, happier lives.
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Got any queries regarding our products?
Please don’t hesitate to contact us!
PET CARE | HOMEWARE | ACCESSORIES | TOYS
PHONE ORDERS 1800 265 527
FAX ORDERS 1800 228 364

EMAIL ORDERS sales@prestigepetproducts.com.au
www.prestigepetproducts.com.au

